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Vimeo

Vimeo Users who view video content need technical assistance because navigation needs further strengthening and simplifying.

Vimeo content producers need more affordable options because the application’s subscription fees are too high.

Many Vimeo users describe their confusion and frustration with the app on Apple’s App Store. It appears many users are unsure 
what the function of the application is. Some users want to use the app to view Vimeo content, and others want to produce and 
host content on Vimeo. 

To develop possible solutions, I engaged in a brain dump session. I didn’t want to create simple answers but dig deeper and 
challenge the application’s status quo. I also performed provocative thinking by challenging assumptions of the application. 

Methodology

Vimeo POV Statements



Vimeo POV Statement 

Vimeo users who view video content need technical assistance because navigation 
needs further strengthening and simplifying.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Provocative Thinking 
Redesign App to focus and offer Vimeo’s 
content to users.

Reconstruct home page to include popular 
and trending Vimeo content.

Relabel tabs to differentiate from producer 
tools and view tools. For example, relabel 
“Videos” to “My Video.”

Update app store description with language 
that represents the target user.

Vimeo assumes application users currently 
understand what and how to use Vimeo. 
However, I’d challenge this assumption and 
question if Users genuinely understand how 
to use the application. 

Many Vimeo users are not producing 
users but users who want to view content. 
A solution would be to create a second 
application that producers can use and 
another application that users can use to 
consume Vimeo content. 



Vimeo POV Statement 2

Vimeo content producers need more affordable options because the ap- plication’s 
subscription fees are too high.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Challenge Assumptions
Reduce subscription costs.

Increase value for users by providing more tools, 
content, and strategies for users to be successful 
with the app.

Create an algorithm that promotes content 
produced by paid accounts.

Create opportunities for users to engage with 
other paid accounts. 

Value, cherish and demonstrate care for paid 
users by celebrating and highlighting paid 
accounts.  

If people find the subcription costs of Vimeo too 
high, then the company is not doing a strong 
enough job demonstrating the value of the 
Vimeo platform. 

The company needs to create more opportunities  
to increase value including:
• Creating content producer communities
• Promote paid accounts
• Providing excellent customer service
• Enhance Producer Tools
• Increasing viewership to users
• Recruiting new talent to the platform



Vimeo Idea Sketch



YouTube

YouTube application users need media literacy training because the applica- tion promotes a divisive and political algorithm. 

YouTube users need simple quality of life adjustments because the applica- tion’s outdated functions and user in- terface require 
updating.

YouTube users describe their frustrations with the app’s user experience and its implication on America’s divisive and political 
culture on Apple’s App Store. It appears many users are encountering issues that range from user experience issues to feeling as if 
YouTube is promoting content that includes hatred, violence, and bigotry to users. 

To develop possible solutions, I engaged in a brain dump session to create simple solutions that could reduce divisiveness on 
the platform. I also wanted to dig deeper and challenge the application’s system entirely. I also performed provocative thinking 
by challenging assumptions of the application. 

Methodology

YouTube POV Statements



YouTube POV Statement 1

YouTube application users need media literacy training because the application 
promotes a divisive and political algorithm.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Challenge Assumptions
Tweak the algorithm to focus less on promoting 
devisive and political content.

Develop disclaimers questioning the validity of 
content’s accuracy.

Increase moderation for all content on YouTube. 
Ban all political, hatred, and violent discussions 
from the platform.

Strengthen reports and flagging from other 
users.

Increase penalties for users who violate 
community guidelines. 

YouTube values controversial content because 
the company makes more money the longer 
users engage with content. 
 
 Is this model necessary? Would YouTube 
continue to be successful if it limits controversial 
content?

Could YouTube alter its practice to focus on 
high-quality and accurate content instead of 
quantity?
 
 Deviciveness is an issue YouTube created as they 
focused on providing users with as much content 
as possible, regardless of accurate information.



YouTube POV Statement 2

YouTube users need simple quality of life adjustments because the application’s 
outdated functions and user interface require updating.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Challenge Assumptions
Allow the application to play video and audio 
in the background while the phone uses other 
applications. 

Introduce horizontal swipe gestures to allow 
users to switch to the following video.

Reduce the number of options offered to users. 

Infinite video channels should become limited.

Improve controls, including quick rewind and 
fast forward options, instead of small sliders on 
the cell phone. 

YouTube had not embraced innovation and 
still relies on the same layout as when it first 
introduced the application.

However, is this design the most effective? Could 
YouTube redesign the application to allow users 
to find content?

Could YouTube reduce the number of options 
they provide for users and organize content so 
that it is easier for users to locate? 



YouTube Idea Sketch



Tik Tok

TikTok users need dignity and respect because hatred is fomented through the application’s algorithm.

TikTok users need more moderation because the application promotes too much content, violence, hatred, and bigotry.

Many Tik Tok users describe their frustrations with the app’s moderation system on Apple’s App Store. It appears many users are 
encountering content laden with profanity, hatred, violence, and prejudice. 

To develop possible solutions, I engaged in a brain dump session to create simple solutions that could reduce this content on the 
platform. I also wanted to dig deeper and challenge the application’s system entirely. I also performed provocative thinking by 
challenging assumptions of the application. 

Methodology

Tik Tok POV Statements



Tik Tok POV Statement 1

TikTok users need dignity and respect because hatred is fomented through the 
application’s algorithm.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Challenge Assumptions
Develop and train employees to reach out to us-
ers to check on well-being. 

Adjust the algorithm not to promote violence, 
hate, and disparaging to specific communities.

Ban all users who violate the platform’s commu-
nity guidelines. 

Increase penalties for users who post controver-
sial content.

Publicly report the users who the app bans from 
the platform and report to authorities.

Tik Tok thrives when users engage with content. However, 
when users create viral content that is violent, hateful, and 
disparaging, the platform ends up inadvertently celebrating 
these users for creating engaging content. 

What happens to users when they violate the community? 
Most create another account and repeat their behavior.

A radical solution would be to eliminate anonymous ac-
counts and link user accounts with actual identities. This 
solution would reduce hateful behavior, as real identities 
connect to the posts, and Tik Tok could limit people from 
starting new accounts.



Tik Tok POV Statement 2

TikTok users need more moderation because the application promotes too much 
content, violence, hatred, and bigotry.

Ideation Methods

Braindump Challenge Assumptions
Adjust the algorithm not to promote violence, 
hate, and disparaging to particular communities.

Increase wait time for user content to become 
available. 

Ban all users who violate the platform’s 
community guidelines. 

Increase penalties for users who post 
controversial content.

Publicly report the users who the app has banned 
from the platform and report to authorities.

Tik Tok thrives when users engage with content. However, 
when users create viral content that is violent, hateful, and 
disparaging, the platform ends up inadvertently celebrating 
these users for creating engaging content. 

What happens to users when they violate the community? 
Most just create another account and repeat their behavior.

A radical solution would be to eliminate anonymous ac-
counts and link user accounts with actual identities. This 
solution would reduce hateful behavior, as real identities 
are connected to the posts, and Tik Tok could limit people 
from starting new accounts.



Tik Tok Idea Sketch


